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reprint of the original first published in 1840 reprint of the
original first published in 1843 the main question which mr gladstone
has started i consider to be this can catholics be trustworthy
subjects of the state has not a foreign power a hold over their
consciences such that it may at any time be used to the serious
perplexity and injury of the civil government under which they live
not that mr gladstone confines himself to these questions for he goes
out of his way i am sorry to say to taunt us with our loss of mental
and moral freedom a vituperation which is not necessary for his
purpose at all he informs us too that we have repudiated ancient
history and are rejecting modern thought and that our church has been
refurbishing her rusty tools and has been lately aggravating and is
likely still more to aggravate our state of bondage aeterna press the
aim of this book is to devise a method for approaching the problem of
presence in hellenistic and roman poetry the problem of presence as
defined here is the problem of the availability or accessibility to
the reader of the fictional worlds disclosed by poetry from
callimachus hymns to the odes of horace poets of this era repeatedly
challenge readers by beckoning them to explore fictive spaces which
are at once familiar and otherworldly realms of the imagination which
are nevertheless firmly rooted in the lived reality of the poets and
their contemporaries we too when we read these poems may feel
simultaneously a sense of being transported to a world apart and of
being seized upon by the poem s address in the here and now of reading
the fiction of occasion is proposed as a new conceptual tool for
understanding how these poems produce such problematic presences and
what varieties of experience they make possible for their readers the
fiction of occasion is defined as a phenomenon whereby a poem is
fictionally framed as part of a material event or occasion with which
the reader is invited to engage through the medium of the senses the
book explores this concept through close readings of key authors from
the corpus of first person poetry written in greek and latin between
the 3rd century bce and the 1st century ce with a focus on callimachus
bion catullus propertius and horace the ultimate purpose of these
readings is to move towards developing a new vocabulary for
conceptualising ancient poetry as an embodied experience having been a
teetotaler for more than thirty years the author s personal habits
associations and sympathies have all been in favor of the unfermented
theory but the facts encountered in the present investigation have
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constrained him reluctantly to conclude that so far as the wines of
the ancients are concerned unfermented wine is a myth preface
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The Discourse on the Occasion of the Funeral of
the Hon. John C. Calhoun 1850

reprint of the original first published in 1840

A Sermon on occasion of the General
Thanksgiving, for the peace with France,
Holland, and Spain, etc 1802

reprint of the original first published in 1843

Two Discourses, Delivered September 29, 1839,
on Occasion of the Two Hundredth Anniversary of
the Gathering of the First Congregational
Church, Quincy 1840

the main question which mr gladstone has started i consider to be this
can catholics be trustworthy subjects of the state has not a foreign
power a hold over their consciences such that it may at any time be
used to the serious perplexity and injury of the civil government
under which they live not that mr gladstone confines himself to these
questions for he goes out of his way i am sorry to say to taunt us
with our loss of mental and moral freedom a vituperation which is not
necessary for his purpose at all he informs us too that we have
repudiated ancient history and are rejecting modern thought and that
our church has been refurbishing her rusty tools and has been lately
aggravating and is likely still more to aggravate our state of bondage
aeterna press

Address Delivered on the Occasion of the
Opening of the Cincinnati House of Refuge 1850

the aim of this book is to devise a method for approaching the problem
of presence in hellenistic and roman poetry the problem of presence as
defined here is the problem of the availability or accessibility to
the reader of the fictional worlds disclosed by poetry from
callimachus hymns to the odes of horace poets of this era repeatedly
challenge readers by beckoning them to explore fictive spaces which
are at once familiar and otherworldly realms of the imagination which
are nevertheless firmly rooted in the lived reality of the poets and
their contemporaries we too when we read these poems may feel
simultaneously a sense of being transported to a world apart and of
being seized upon by the poem s address in the here and now of reading
the fiction of occasion is proposed as a new conceptual tool for
understanding how these poems produce such problematic presences and
what varieties of experience they make possible for their readers the
fiction of occasion is defined as a phenomenon whereby a poem is
fictionally framed as part of a material event or occasion with which
the reader is invited to engage through the medium of the senses the
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book explores this concept through close readings of key authors from
the corpus of first person poetry written in greek and latin between
the 3rd century bce and the 1st century ce with a focus on callimachus
bion catullus propertius and horace the ultimate purpose of these
readings is to move towards developing a new vocabulary for
conceptualising ancient poetry as an embodied experience

The teachings of the crisis, address on the
occasion of the funeral of A. Lincoln 1865

having been a teetotaler for more than thirty years the author s
personal habits associations and sympathies have all been in favor of
the unfermented theory but the facts encountered in the present
investigation have constrained him reluctantly to conclude that so far
as the wines of the ancients are concerned unfermented wine is a myth
preface
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the Senate of the United States, April 1, 1850.
With the Funeral Sermon of the Rev. C. M.
Butler, Etc 1850
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occasion of the sudden death of a soldier 1851
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hundred and fiftieth anniversary of the first
Church in Brookfield, October 16, 1867, etc
1867

A Mother in Israel. A Funeral Sermon, on the
Occasion of the Sudden Death of the Late Mrs.
Dexter ... 1859
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Senate of the United States, April 1, 1850.
With the Funeral Sermon of ... C. M. Butler ...
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Four sermons on occasion of the consecration of
st. John the evangelist's church, Whitwell,
York. Preached by the abp. of York [and
others]. 1861

A discourse on occasion of the removal into the
eternal world of the Rev. Robert Hindmarsh;
with some remarks respecting his life and
character. Delivered at the New Jerusalem
Temple, Salford, January 18th, 1835, etc 1835
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Speech on the Occasion of His Being Presented
with the Freedom of the City of Glasgow, on
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A Letter Addressed to the Duke of Norfolk: On
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Roman Poetry 2021-07-05
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